
Setting up for Holy Communion
1. Grape juice will be in the Olive Way fridge or cupboard
2. Bread will be available by arrangement
3. Glasses in four/five trays, goblet, 

dispensing bottle, baskets (line 
with paper towel) and platter 
(top shelf in box) are located in 
the cupboard furthest from the 
entrance door on the west side of 
the Gathering Space. 

4. Take glasses, bottle  
& platter to kitchen.

5. Fill four/five trays of 
glasses & goblet.

6. Wash dispensing 
bottle and leave to 
drain.

7. Wipe up bench.

Key to this cupboard hangs on a nail on 
the book shelf in the tower room.
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8.  Put bread on platter
9.  Place baskets under the Communion 
table on the east side - 3 for large circle, 
4 for circles around the table.

10. Arrange on the table in the chapel space.

11. When we are celebrating in one large circle please use five trays with 
two of them having glasses in the outer row.  Also use three bowls for the 
children to collect glasses.
11. Check with Ian to see which cloth is to be used:
• Pentecost cloth is in the cupboard with the communion supplies
• White cloths are in the middle cupboard, middle shelf, left hand side 

at the back.
12. Place cloth under or near the Bible on this table ready for whichever 
young person is laying it to collect during the offering.
13.  Return the key to the nail.
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Packing away after worship
1. After worship take baskets of glasses, trays and bread out to the Olive 

Way.  Avoid using the handles on the baskets for carrying, the are 
decorative not function for the weight of the glasses.

2. Please do not wash the baskets - they are made of recycled paper.
3. Dispose of unused grape juice.
4. Place unused bread in plastic bag and put in the Olive Way freezer.
5. Fold up cloth and return to cupboard (Pentecost cloth goes in the 

bottom of the communion supplies cupboard, white cloth goes in the 
middle cupboards, middle shelf, back left hand corner).

6. Please ensure that you assist Linda Fisher when she is washing the 
glasses and trays.  If Linda 
is unavailable please ask 
someone to assist you if 
necessary.

7. Return trays, baskets 
and platter to cupboard 
(furthest from the 
entrance door on the west 
side of the Gathering 
Space) as indicated in the 
photos.

8. Return the key to the nail.

*Our baskets are recycled paper baskets.  To avoid having to take a new set 
of photos I’ve simply imposed a new photo on the existing photos.
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